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EVIDENTLY THE BEST IN CLASS 

Lexis Hotel Group Celebrates Roaring Success at Haute Grandeur Global Awards™ Gala 

Kuala Lumpur,  October 2019   ̶ All tailored for success, Miss Mandy Chew, the President of Lexis 

Hotel Group, and Mr. Ben Ho, the General Manager of Lexis Suites Penang, graced the stage of this 

year’s Haute Grandeur Global Awards™ Gala Ceremony to receive SIX much-deserved accolades for 

the exemplary accomplishments of two of Lexis Hotel Groups’ signature properties—Lexis Hibiscus 

Port Dickson and Lexis Suites Penang.  

Often described as one of the most coveted invitation on the luxury hospitality calendar, the red-

carpet event is attended by decision makers, industry’s elite, VIPs, influencers as well as members of 

international press from across the globe. Hosted at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, this year’s homebound 

ceremony has only made Lexis Hotel Group’s winning sweeter as its even closer to their home and 

heart. The Lexis Hibiscus Port Dickson and Lexis Suites Penang under the Lexis brand has scooped 

multiple accolades out of the total 10 categories that they were shortlisted to win. Lexis Hibiscus 

Port Dickson was awarded “Best Family Villa in Malaysia”, “Best Pool Villa Resort in Malaysia”, and 

“Best Villa Resort in Malaysia”. While Lexis Suites Penang was named “Best All Suite Resort in Asia”, 

“Best All Suite Hotel in Malaysia” and “Best Suite Hotel in Malaysia”. 

“The year 2019 has been quite a bountiful year for Lexis Hotel Group thus far. Being in one of the 

most fiercely competitive and fastest-growing industries, we take the utmost pride in what we do 

and always seek for game-changing ways to improve and inspire. The awards that we receive are the 

ultimate testimonies to our passion for the hospitality industry, as well as our effort to provide guests 

with transformational and unforgettable stay experiences,” said Miss Mandy Chew. “We will keep 

giving our very best in hope of becoming a force to reckon with not only in the country, but also to 

keep gaining the ultimate recognition on the world stage.” she added.  

The Haute Grandeur Global Awards Gala Ceremony is one of the highlights of the year as it is 

prominently showcased in the media all over the world. Haute Grandeur Global Award winners, and 

participating establishments, are perceived as superlative. The Awards are world-renowned as the 

highest accolade a property can receive, and recognised as a golden stamp of excellence, 

guaranteed. As described by the words of Haute Grandeur Founder and Managing Director, 

Marinique de Wet, “The Awards recognise only the most remarkable hotels, spas and restaurants, 

inspiring superb hospitality establishments to reach even greater heights, and so continually raise the 

standards of service excellence in the industry.”  

 

About Lexis Hotel Group 

Lexis Hotel Group provides discerning leisure and business guests with practical and luxurious 

accommodations across various properties in Malaysia. It is steadfast in offering professional 

management services for hotels and resorts, and has successfully built a strong, profitable and 



visible premier niche brand in the hospitality industry especially in managing award-winning unique 

water chalets as well as pool villas. The brand currently manages four properties, namely Lexis, 

Grand Lexis and the world record-breaking Lexis Hibiscus, all located in Port Dickson, Malaysia, as 

well as Lexis Suites Penang located in Penang, Malaysia. Future direction of the Group includes 

Imperial Lexis Kuala Lumpur, a five-star luxury hotel located in the vicinity of the prestigious KLCC 

enclave.  
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